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Learning Objectives
1- The difference between liquidity & cash flow.

2- How to use liquidity data to identify all cash available to your entity - and how long it's 
available.

3- How a future liquidity forecast, in conjunction with cash flow forecasts, can help prepare 
your entity for upcoming cash needs.

4- Knowing what your cash needs are allows you to maximize the value of cash you won’t 
need, using stress testing & peer benchmark data.



the marketplace has evolved
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+Generally, a state intercept guarantee is a promise that a state makes to tap its available funds to pay bond investors if the municipal bond investor otherwise does not pay them. 

the marketplace has evolved



liquidity vs. cash flow

How you see your cash 
- cash flow 

How the market values your cash 
- liquidity
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what is data?
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+ real results cashvest® provides a new & unparalleled level of 
liquidity analysis & data services for local, county, 

school district & college governing bodies.
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Know your inflows 
on a cash basis

+
Know your outflows 
on a cash basis



+ real results
cashvest® provides a new & unparalleled level of 
liquidity analysis & data services for local, county, 

school district & college governing bodies.
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Level 5 Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 Cushion Operating 
Dollars

Total

Amount 30,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 15,600,000 49,530,414 $165,130,414
Duration 24 - 30 

months
18 - 24 
months

12 - 18 
months

6 - 12
months

Up to 
6 months

Up to
30 days daily Varies



+ real results
three+one is an independent financial technology 

company offering data solutions that drive 
innovation, efficiency, and better financial outcomes 

for taxpayers and stakeholders.
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+ Cash flow...
three+one is an independent financial technology 

company offering data solutions that drive 
innovation, efficiency, and better financial outcomes 

for taxpayers and stakeholders.
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1P4GochbopxBXphQ9oB49CiT5BxXFS5s4/preview


+ Liquidity vs Cash Flow
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Cash flow said the entity needed $31,980,000 while they 
had $493,563,204 in liquidity.



Banking arrangements amid COIVD-19

Public entity - 
$341 million budget

1. Monitor

2. Know the benchmarks

3. Understand your 
account structure and 
how it works with your 
overall treasury 
operation. 



+ So what about peer benchmarks?
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$1 million 1-year CD 

1. Benchmarks help you know more 
about what your cash is worth.

2. Ensure you’re always maximizing 
the value on all financial resources. 



What are the impacts? 
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We’d love to help!
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Pathway to Recovery: 
Liquidity Management in 2021

John M. Kennedy, JR., MBA, JD
Comptroller, Suffolk County, N.Y.
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Join us for an upcoming webinar with 
Suffolk County, NY & 3+1


